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Introduction 
In the summer of 2018, The Shop and The Library at Olin            
College worked together, along with a group of 3         
students, to create (produce, design) a framework for        
creating new training opportunities for our collective       
resources. This structure, backed with integrated and       
interdisciplinary approaches to pedagogy in machine      
shops, lab spaces, and makerspaces in libraries, was        
aimed at producing, disseminating, and delivering      
opportunities for our community to engage with the tools         
available to them.  
 
The Shop and the Library at Olin College share a          
common goal to ensure that students, faculty, and staff are          
part of a compelling, educational, and inclusive learning        
environment. This includes all Olin community members,       
students, staff, and faculty, who want access to and         
training on an assortment of tools available on campus.         
Through programming, training opportunities, hands on      
learning, and outreach, both units make efforts to        
empower all interested community members to use and        
master tools creatively, proficiently, and professionally.      
The goal of this paper was to develop a framework that           
would holistically integrate these campus-wide tools,      
which would support communication and outreach to       
students, faculty, and staff about these same resources. 
 

Background 
Olin College of Engineering was founded in 1997 with         
the mission to educate exceptional engineering innovators       
and the aspiration to change engineering education       
broadly. The college is an undergraduate-only institution       
with approximately 350 students and 45 full time faculty.         
Unlike most other schools, Olin College does not have a          
dedicated makerspace. Rather, the entire campus is a        
makerspace because the curriculum is project-based and       
hands-on all the time. The Shop has traditional tools such          
as mills and lathes, but also supports 3D printers. The          
Library at Olin has vinyl cutters, sewing machines,        
screenprinting, as well as audio visual production       
equipment and there are 3D printers maintained by the         
machine shop available in the library. However, despite        
shared equipment and mission, there was little       
collaboration between the two spaces to support a        
continuum of these tools across the entire curriculum.  

 
Because Olin College students practice engineering      
design early through a variety of project-based       
experiences, all students engage with campus fabrication       
facilities that include prototyping tools, such as 3D        
printers, and fabrication tools, such as a water jet. All first           
year students receive basic, introductory training to       
fabrication spaces on campus at Olin College as they are          
enrolled in an introductory design course. This helps        
prepare students for consecutive design experiences, as all        
1st year students (approximately 100 students) are       
required to participate in “green shop” training as part of          
this introductory experience. Students are trained in the        
safe operation of the band saw, the drill press, and the           
belt/disc sander. 
 
Furthermore, the Shop has been given the charge to         
integrate the college’s fabrication resources with the       
curriculum in a much more meaningful manner. This        
means improving integration of the Shop with courses and         
the Library. increasing accessibility of equipment and       
spaces while establishing a culture of safety and        
stewardship of these resources is a critical component of         
this project.  
 
We have defined a tool as anything that can be used to            
manipulate some medium, helping someone achieve a       
goal. These tools can be physical, like machines that cut          
metal, or digital equipment that capture images or sound.         
They can also be software based like Adobe media editing          
software or database management software. 
 
A. Literature Review 

Literature on the topic of training on machinery is robust -           
in the scholarly literature of engineering education,       
motivational theory, and safety and in grey literature        
made available in the corporate world. There is less         
publicly available information about the design and       
implementation of training in makerspaces and informal       
or open shop environments outside of the ISAM        
conference.  
 
The need to ensure the accessibility of the spaces and          
resources that enable these interactions to take place is         
particularly critical with the increased emphasis on       
project-based education, making, and collaborative     
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learning. Both the Library and the Shop are committed to          
ensuring the full participation of all students in its         
programs. Students learn in different ways, and that the         
organization of any training will accommodate each       
student differently. For example, some students may       
prefer to process information by speaking and listening,        
so that some of the written handouts provided may be          
difficult to absorb. For this work, we have integrated         
principles of Universal Design for Learning (UDL).       
While this paper does not focus on the design of training           
documents for students with visible and non-visible       
disabilities, the goal of this framework was to ensure that          
training at the Shop or the Library provides equitable         
access to all individuals at Olin College and beyond.  
 
There are several resources that provide a set of         
best-practice guidelines to make shared fabrication spaces       
accessible to a variety of users. The Disabilities,        
Opportunities, Internetworking, and Technology (DO-IT)     
center at the University of Washington has extensive        
repository of resources related to accessibility and       
universal design [1]. In addition, The Accessible       
Biomedical Immersion Laboratory (ABIL) at Purdue      
University [2] and the Seattle Lighthouse for the Blind [3]          
also have the resources to aid for all types of learners in            
mind, though with a focus on individuals with physical         
disabilities.  
 
Our framework was designed for students coming from a         
variety of backgrounds, working on a variety of projects,         
and for folks with varying levels of experience working         
with tools, and experience working in an open,        
student-led learning environment. Andrews [4] provides      
an overview of the state of learning and teaching in          
library makerspaces, which describes how much of the        
literature on learning on makerspaces focuses on soft        
skills described as habits of mind, dispositions, affective        
modes, or learning practices that making can promote. For         
our framework, we wanted to look at soft skills and          
culture, but also begin to address the gap we saw that           
addressed the culture of academic makerspaces,      
disciplinary knowledge, and in particular the journey from        
curious novice user to skilled engineer. 
 
Inaba [5] describe how novice users require a different         
type of instruction than experienced users, 
 

“The most demanding user of step-by-step      
instructions is the novice with little or no        
experience with the product or other similar       
products. The expected mode of use for such        
novices is to follow the instructions step-by-step at        
the outset of infrequently thereafter. The expected       
mode for the experienced user with the product is         
considerably different. Experienced users tend to      
use instructions only on an ‘as needed’ basis, that         
is, when they cannot figure out what to do based on           

their experience and knowledge of the product, or        
need a small memory jog.” 

 
Throughout the summer, accessibility, safety and      
creativity emerged as constant themes for which we        
wanted to intentionally design for. Both the machine shop         
and the library at Olin College rely on a robust network of            
paid peer-trainers to meet the demand for training across         
the spectrum of equipment. In approaching this project,        
we look towards models described by the team at the          
Georgia Tech Innovation Studio, who also use a peer to          
peer model to address safety as well as inclusivity,         
particularly for women in STEM [6, 7]. Other work at          
spaces including Georgia Tech [8], Yale [9], Case        
Western [10], Stanford [11], Berkeley [12], CMU [13],        
the MIT Hobby Shop [14], MIT MITERS [15] and the          
MIT Teaching and Learning Lab [16] were also        
inspirations for this work. In addition, the team looked at          
instructions for games (i.e. chess or Risk) and IKEA         
furniture assembly flows.  
 

Training Framework 
One goal of this work was to account for the wide variety            
of tools at Olin by having a wide variation in training           
styles. While individual trainings ended up looking very        
different, we believed that building them around the        
unified backbone of this framework will ensure the        
inclusion of all necessary information and experiences. In        
hopes of better unifying the language around and        
processes for how we train, we define the following         
categories that can be used to decide what is appropriate          
for each unique tool’s training process.  
 

A. Orient  
The purposes of the Orientation components of training        
are to give the trainee a basic introduction to the tool and            
its space and let them know what the training process will           
entail. A trainee’s introduction to the tool is in the form of            
learning basic vocabulary about the components of a tool         
and an overview of its operations. In addition, a clear and           
specific plan for training should be made available to the          
trainee, including clear goals and expectations for the        
training process. This should include steps that the trainee         
needs to take to fully complete the training, an         
approximate amount of time required, and any special        
considerations to keep in mind, including required PPE,        
noise concerns, prerequisite knowledge, etc.  
 

B. Instruction  
Instruction exists for the purpose of providing the trainee         
with knowledge and context around the tool. While        
Instruction is traditionally tied to in-person training       
sessions. However, the trainee should also be able to         
receive instruction through reading, how-to videos,      
personal research, or other methods in order to        
accommodate students with disabilities. While it doesn’t       
incorporate hands-on learning, it is a crucial element of         
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training for tools with complicated procedural knowledge.       
Instruction is also an opportunity to make sure that         
trainees feel that their confusions are cleared up.  
 

C. Demonstrate 
It is important for the trainee to be able to connect the            
theory of operations and vocabulary that they learn from         
Instruction to the physical practice of using a tool in its           
space. Through Demonstration, the trainer (again, be that        
in-person or virtual) can exhibit standard operating       
procedure and safe, effective technique. In tandem with        
Instruction, the Demonstration component of training      
details the tool’s work process from start to finish. This          
component of the training process is also often used to          
note any oddities of the specific tool and to connect the           
trainee to any auxiliary or subsidiary tools they will be          
using. 
 

D. Imitate 
By Imitating the elements of the trainers’ Demonstration,        
the trainee develops crucial hands on experience with the         
tool. Imitation provides a safe realm for the trainee to get           
comfortable with new skills that are required for tool use.          
This is done by stepping through the process with the          
trainer. Imitation can also engrain an attitude of “I’ve         
done this once so I can do it again,” a level of            
self-confidence that can carry the trainee to further levels         
of understanding of and familiarity with the tool. 
 

E. Explore 
Having built a foundational comfort with the tool, the         
trainee can Explore using the tool in new ways and ask           
questions that are specific to their personal experience        
with the tool’s workflow. By Exploring with a purpose,         
the trainee organically expands on their existing       
knowledge base and skillset. Participation in this       
exploration is often intrinsically motivated, so training       
should be designed for individualization that allows each        
trainee to dig deeper into what they are interested in. 
 

F. Assessment  
The purpose for assessing a trainee’s learning is to ensure          
that the trainee has met basic competence requirements        
defined in the training goals—especially regarding safety       
and policies—and to provide a physical record of training.         
Trainees should also be encouraged to partake in        
self-reflection about their training experience and their       
use of the tool. This reflection can act as a self-assessment           
that builds up a trainee’s ability to think about how they           
can best improve their skill set. 
 

G. Lifelong Learning  
Lifelong Learning can include things like: trainees       
discovering new operations with a tool, leading trainees        
toward better usage habits for the specific tool, and         
compiling external resources which inspire and assist       
future learning. The training framework must include       

resources to encourage this, and language around “done        
with training” should be carefully chosen to not imply         
that the learning is also complete. Lifelong Learning is         
difficult to formally require within the training process,        
yet is one of the most critical Components in which to           
offer resources to trainees to inspire further learning. The         
key here is to inform users what resources exist and how           
to access them, allowing the trainee to take the initiative          
to investigate and Explore further options.  
 

Training Elements 
In this section we detail several elements of training that a           
trainee engages with directly and are the mechanism by         
which to achieve the purpose for a tool’s training process.          
We have compiled a list of common elements used with          
tools in the Olin community, including their strengths and         
recommendations for their use. 
 

A. Introduction  
Introductory Sessions clearly provide Orientation, with      
the potential for small amounts of Instruction and        
Demonstration focused around interaction with the tool       
space rather than operation of the tool. Walking the         
trainee through the tool’s space and explaining its culture         
provides context for future interactions with the tool and         
its surroundings. While in-depth Demonstration may not       
fit within a tour, trainees will watch how the trainer          
interacts with the tools and will likely aim to Imitate their           
behavior until they build up their comfort with the tool.          
Introduction Sessions should not be major information       
dumps - in-person trainings are more appropriate for        
Instruction - but should aim to provide trainees with a          
basic understanding of how to interact with the tool space          
and avenues for moving forward with training if desired. 
 

B. Reference Documents 
When a tool user wants information, it can often be          
simple and easy to access that information through        
straightforward, non-sentient means. These reference     
documents need to be able to orient a trainee to a tool and             
its environment, provide consistent and accessible      
Instruction, encourage Exploration, and support gainful      
Lifelong Learning. 
 
A print document provides straightforward, static      
information for the tool user to refer to throughout their          
training process. Traditionally introduced before an IPS       
and later promoted as reference material, Readings can        
take the form of Olin-made packets, photocopied       
manuals, data sheets, book excerpts, or other relevant        
mediums. While Readings can be very helpful in their         
simplicity and reliability, we have identified a few        
important limitations with their implementation: an      
all-encompassing document can be very long and difficult        
for a trainee to read; static documents can get outdated          
and end up providing old or incorrect information; and         
printed material can unnecessarily waste through      
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consumable resources. With these factors in mind,       
Readings still remain appropriate for simple or       
well-structured tool workflows, which don’t require      
extensive resources to convey their necessary information.       
Readings required before In-Person Sessions can also be        
replaced with Guides if the information is basic enough. 
 

C. In-Person Sessions 
An In-Person Session (IPS) will typically act as the         
principle time for Instruction, Demonstration, and      
Imitation in the training process. This should involve        
some direct interaction with the tool, whether it be         
walkthroughs primarily completed by the trainer or a        
verbal explanation of the process in the space. A trainer          
can use their presence in an IPS as an opportunity for           
further hands-on Instruction, advising the trainee on form        
and technique to help ingrain conventional tool use. The         
IPS can also be used by the trainer to offer support to            
trainees who are not yet comfortable executing operations        
with the tool. If time allows, an IPS could include space           
for the trainee to Explore and ask questions, though these          
modes of learning can also occur during separate Practice         
Time and Consultations. 
 

D. Training and test pieces 
When developing a training or test piece, the overall         
workflow of tool use, rather than isolated execution of         
discrete operations should be considered. This could mean        
repeating the actions of the trainer at every step. However          
they are implemented, pieces help trainees build up        
muscle memory of the tool’s workflow, and are especially         
helpful for tools that are process-heavy or require fine         
technique. We have defined two types of pieces that a          
trainee can make: Training Pieces and Test Pieces. 
A training piece is a piece that is completed during an IPS            
with a trainer present. The purpose is to build trainee          
comfort with the tool and to act as a formative check-in of            
the trainee’s progress with the tool. A Training Piece         
should involve the trainer’s active participation through       
feedback, answering questions, and guiding tool      
operation. The Training Piece typically focuses on       
Imitation, but can be a meaningful qualitative Assessment        
of the trainee’s operational process and comfort. 
 
A test piece is generally completed after the initial         
training and should be completed with a trainer in the          
vicinity. Test Pieces are extremely beneficial to the        
trainee because they force them to consider how to use          
available resources to best complete the part while not         
having a dedicated trainer giving them advice. However,        
trainees should be clearly reminded that tool spaces at         
Olin are learning spaces and that asking for help or          
feedback is always a good option. Since no trained tool          
user will work in a vacuum, Test Pieces can be completed           
using any and all resources as aids. Test Pieces should be           
evaluated based on standards relevant to the tool’s        
training goals, the goal of which being that trainees get a           

better idea of how they should evaluate the quality of the           
parts they make after being trained. Standards should be         
made clear to the trainee using reference documentation        
to assure that both parties are on the same page.  
 

E. Connection to Lifelong Learning  
A single piece which uses many of a tool’s key operations           
can also support Lifelong Learning as a reference for a          
user returning to a tool who needs a refresher on basic           
operations. Returning to a tool after some time and going          
through the motions to make a piece can remind a user           
how the tool works and feels. This can be provided to           
trainees in the form of piece blueprints and documentation         
or optional project ideas. However, the practice of        
recalling steps while operating a tool may not be         
appropriate for high risk tools or tools with a single          
correct workflow, which should use different methods to        
get the returning trainee back up to speed. 
 

F. Practice Time  
To encourage the development of correct tool use, the tool          
user should engage in deliberate practice with specified        
goals. This ensures that they spend time developing a         
specific skill rather than haphazardly wandering through       
tool use. Practice Time is especially helpful when trying         
to refine skills that require fine technique, since time can          
be clearly focused toward particular exercises. Though       
direct supervision is not required, a trainer’s presence        
could be used to assure that the trainee is practicing skills           
properly and to answer any questions that may arise. 
 

G. Quizzes and worksheets 
A Quiz or Worksheet can be used both as an Assessment           
of Learning and as a resource to refer back to for Lifelong            
Learning. Since the purpose of this element will differ         
between tools based on trainee and trainer needs, each         
training should be explicit about what purpose the Quiz or          
Worksheet serves. 
 
A Quiz can be used to check comprehension of a Reading           
or to show that the trainee has learned the important          
concepts from the training as a whole when given at the           
end. It should be clearly stated on the individual Quizzes          
how they are being evaluated, whether it be for accuracy          
or as a formative check for understanding to lead into          
further conversation. A Reading comprehension Quiz      
should not be evaluated for accuracy, since its purpose is          
purely to gauge if the trainee completed the Reading and          
to address holes in their understanding. For most tools, we          
do not recommend using Quizzes as final, summative        
Assessments of Learning, since this style of evaluation        
often does not match up with such tactile forms of          
learning. 
 

H. Consultation 
We have defined Consultations as any time a trainee or          
tool user asks for direct advice from a trainer or requires           
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specific Instruction outside of formal training. This       
happens informally when tool users come to trainers for         
advice on how to best accomplish a goal (how to cut this            
stock, how to mill this pocket, how to sew this weird 3D            
shape).  
 
Consultations take place after formal training is complete,        
acting as a resource for Lifelong Learning. Trainers can         
prompt Consultations by setting specific office hours or        
reserving time for Consultation meetings with tool users.        
Tool owners and trainers should be actively reaching out         
to tool users as much as possible to encourage further          
communication and learning. Consultations include the      
co-creation of project plans, on-the-spot training for new        
operations or simple tools, assistance with relevant       
training sign-ups, and advice on set-up for a specific         
operation. An outcome can also be deliberate Practice        
Time with the trainer observation and feedback to help a          
tool user refine specific techniques. 
 

Discussion 
In conjunction with its goals, a training should be         
designed to usher the trainee to a more familiar place with           
the tool in question. As such, this training framework tries          
to accommodate for different levels of expertise. The        
trainee’s Level of Expertise is defined by their comfort         
with and operational knowledge for a tool. For example,         
training for a Novice trainee could aim to give the trainee           
basic confidence to enter the tools space and approach         
trainers with informed questions and ideas. Such a goal         
would not be appropriate for a Fluent trainee, while         
similarly a training intended for a Fluent user would not          
be appropriate for a Novice’s limited tool knowledge (see         
Figure 1). 
 

Fig. 1. Training experience map. Starting at Novice and         
developing towards Fluent 

 
The diagram above shows the varying importance of        
different approaches to training as the trainee becomes        
increasingly familiar with the tool. As the trainee        
advances, the scaffolding given by Instruction,      

Demonstration, and Imitation is pulled back, leaving more        
room for Exploration and Lifelong Learning. 
 
The trainee’s progression of skill and comfort is viewed         
in the frame of building their relationship with the tool.          
Trainees do not move from one Level of Expertise to the           
next in a single event or training. This is a natural           
progression as trainees use their tool, building their        
comfort and skill. Trainings should be tailored       
appropriately for where the trainee stands, as a training         
framed too far outside a trainee’s current level will not          
help them progress. 
 
The Novice trainee is not yet comfortable operating with         
their tool. They need a lot of scaffolding for training,          
including a lot of initial Orientation to build their comfort.          
Training here should be focused on Orientation,       
Instruction, Demonstration, and Imitation. These     
components begin to get the trainee’s hands on the tool,          
performing a few key operations as they practice and         
build their comfort. Training for the Experienced trainee        
is centered around explicitly providing avenues and       
resources for Lifelong Learning and further Exploration       
of the tool’s capabilities. The Fluent trainee has an         
understanding of how their tool functions in its space and          
in the greater Olin system. Fluent trainees need only brief          
Instruction or Demonstration, and spend most of their        
time learning through extensive Exploration, possibly      
even becoming a trainer themselves. 
 

Results 
This framework was developed over a summer with a         
core group of undergraduate researchers. Throughout the       
span of this work, numerous user groups were asked for          
feedback on the training framework. One outcome of        
these sessions was a remapping of quizzes. We found         
that quizzes were also used as a study guide for longer           
readings by calling out key pieces of information by         
structuring questions around them. Rather than this       
indirect use of Quizzes as pass/fail mechanisms, we        
developed worksheets. These worksheets now serve as a        
reading guide for trainees who want that guidance, while         
also preparing trainees for the upcoming tool training by         
asking questions around what they want to get out of          
training and what the training could prepare them for.  
 
Furthermore, the reference documents were standardized      
across the Shop and the Library to contain similar         
elements for each tool. This means that all training         
readings for any tools in the Olin ecosystem have the          
same sections (overview, safety, basic operation, etc) (See        
Figure 2). In the future, these reference documents will         
be implemented as Wikis to allow for a more interactive          
information-finding experience than static documents.     
One advantage of using Wikis is that updates are simpler          
to implement when the information all exists in a virtual          
space. A Wiki also more naturally integrates outside        
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material through hyper-linking and embedding. As with       
any reference document, Wikis must be implemented       
intentionally to avoid cluttering the community’s web of        
information.  
 

 
Fig 2: Example page of the laser cutting training document,          
which is consistent with other tools in terms of symbols and           
layout. 
 
Because reference documents are often geared toward       
novice (and often untrained) users. A set of guides was          
developed to provide key tool vocabulary and operational        
safety checklists to a user with some familiarity of a tool           
(see Figure 3).  
 

 
Fig 3. Template for training documentation guide 

 
Through interviews with the community, we have found        
that tool users commonly need reminders on       
vocabulary-and-procedure-focused information, but can    
feel uncomfortable or embarrassed asking such basic       
questions. The guides can act as a confirmation to tool          
users that their questions are valid, encouraging them to         
reach out to tool staff or other users with deeper          
questions. Additionally, guides point users towards      
outside resources by providing the standard vocabulary of        
tool parts and operations to use as search terms.  
 

Through discussion with Olin students, trainees voiced a        
common worry that by asking for help they are “wasting          
the trainer’s time” or that they “should already know how          
to do this” because they have completed the formal         
training. We believe that formalizing a culture of        
Consultations by making it part of the training framework         
could allow tool users and trainees to ask for guidance          
with more ease and less apprehension. 
 

Future Work and Conclusion 
This framework is a starting point for an integrative, but          
there is lots of work to be done in implementation, testing           
and refinement. We believe that having any written        
documentation of the structure around training at Olin is a          
good first step, and will be helpful in soliciting feedback          
and working towards building an even higher functioning        
system.  

 
Assessment could also be a large component in this         
project. There are several tools like design self-efficacy        
that may be used to measure student confidence in their          
ability to use tools. We are interested in the quality of           
production in the projects students generate. The       
development of assessment metrics may require this       
project to be more research-focused. 
 
A framework is also a step towards shaping the tool          
culture at Olin to be more open and uniform across          
spaces. We hope to further integrate shared values of         
safety, stewardship, accessibility, and creativity into the       
practice of tool users in our spaces. We plan to share our            
research and our materials with colleagues in adjacent        
spaces and influence the culture of fabrication across        
disciplines. 
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